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The Institute of History of the Czech Academy of Sciences (IH CAS, www.hiu.cas.cz) 
is one of the Academy of Sciences institutes focusing on research of humanities and 
social sciences. It undertakes basic research in Czech, Czechoslovak and general 
history ranging from the Early Middle Ages to the present day. It occupies a leading 
position amongst the world’s Bohemian Studies organisations and co-operates with 
an extensive network of domestic and international organisations of university 
and non-university type. In its departments focused on the Middle Ages, Early 
Modern Period, 19th and 20th century, Historical Geography, Biographic Studies 
and Bibliography, it creates key monograph and synthetic papers, atlases and 
volumes of historical sources, large encyclopaedic works of nationwide significance 
(the Academic Encyclopaedia of Czech History, the Biographical Dictionary of the 
Czech Lands), as well as bibliographic records of publications across the subject. 
The Institute also publishes the subject’s central journals, Český časopis historický, 
Review of historical Slavic studies Slovanský přehled, and other specialised 
journals. Research is undertaken at the IH CAS’s Prague headquarters, its Brno 
and České Budějovice offices, and at the Czech Historical Institute in Rome.



 Introduction

„Life stories of the ordinary people were not given a significant consideration in the 
past, and memories of the common folk were not valuable enough to be systematically 
researched or even collected for the needs of the future generations (…) Today, 
your stories can become a rare relic and fascinating reading for your children or 
grandchildren, as well as other yet unknown readers (…),“ wrote in the mid-1990s 
one of the founders of the project, sociologist Jana Losová, in her public appeal to 
the contemporary witnesses of the past.

The Database of the History of Everyday Life represents an international 
scientific research project aimed to form a collection of sources on the history of 
“everyday life”, being a valuable testimony of the lives people used to have in the 
past. Among the participants of the project are the Institute of History of the Czech 
Academy of Sciences, as well as the Institute of Czech History of the Faculty of 
Arts at Charles University and the Collection of Biographical Records based at 
the University of Vienna, with the latter being the initiator of the creation of the 
database in the early 1990s. Throughout its duration, the project has preserved 
its topicality, corresponding with the rising demand from the Czech side for the 
history of everyday life, “history from bellow”, and microhistory.

The goal of the project is a formation and publication of systematic collection of 
documents in Czech and German languages: memoirs, family chronicles, diaries 
and other biographical documents connected with the history of Czech lands, which 
could potentially help historians to research the topics of modern and contemporary 
history. Even though the database is already a valuable testimony of how the life 
used to look like in the past, multiple collected memoirs were published with the 
consent of their authors and owners. At the same time, the database presents 
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a thorough thematic register, selectively allowing access to the materials to the 
students and researchers. 

The database, administered by an employee of the III. Department of the 
Institute of History – Vojtěch Kessler – is nowadays an integral part of the Czech 
Academy of Sciences, and consists of almost four hundred recorded texts from 
19th and 20th centuries written mostly on paper in Czech or German language. 

  Establishment of the collection and international  
co-operation

In the Czech Republic, history of everyday life has been a subject of research for 
the past 30 years. Memory culture and, in this case, the memory of ordinary people 
was attracting historians for a reason, especially as the fall of the Iron Curtain 
opened the way for new methodological impulses, particularly in academia. The 
embedding of history of everyday life within the historiography, however, has its 
own reasons that are deeply connected with the postmodern turn in humanities.

Ancestor of the Database of the History of Everyday Life can be found already in 
the 1950s, when the contemporary generations actively responded to a call of the 
Archive of National Technical Museum, asking for the testimonies concerning old 
crafts and workmanship. The project took an unexpected turn. The responders did 
not hold up firmly to the topic of methods of production, industry and sustenance, 
and the recollections showed up to be much more about their life stories at the 
key moments of history. This way, so-called Klepl Collection was established 
(including among many others also memoirs of Miloš V. Havel) used by many 
renown historians, for example Pavla Vošahlíková used the materials in her works 
about a life during the Franz Joseph I’s rule, wandering, civil servants or school 
years. One of the famous users of the collection was a writer Adolf Branald, who, in 
his books attractively presented unknown heroes from the working classes.

Michael Mitterauer, the founder of the project
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The origins of the current collection lie in year 1990, when a Professor at the 
Institute of Economic and Social History at the University of Vienna Michael 
Mitterauer visited recently the restored Institute of History of Czech Academy 
of Sciences (those days based in the Emmaus Monastery on Vyšehradská street). 
His selfless offer to co-operate during the collecting and processing what he called 
the “lebenzeitliche Aufzeichnungen”, Life records of ordinary people, started the 
systematic gathering of the memoirs as well as set the foundations for the Archive 
of the History of Everyday Life. Mitterauer’s attempt to use the sources of everyday 
life to set a different approach to study the history of Czech lands in the last 
150 years found its successor in the already mentioned scholar Jana Losová – one 
of the establishers of the project.

In order to vividly demonstrate the meaning of collecting memoirs and its 
potential for the non-academic public, the following year at the Institute of History 
Michael Mitterauer presented a “living memory” – over-eighty years old Barbara 
Passrugger. In 1989, her memoirs were published by Viennese publishing house 
Böhlau in the series named Damit es nicht verlorengeht (So it doesn’t get lost) 
created by Michael Mitterauer himself. The publication carried a fitting name 
Hartes Brot (Hard bread). Memoirs of this humble peasant woman from the 
mountains became a bestseller not only in form of a printed book, but also as 
a television bestseller all over Austria.

Emblematic publication Hartes Brot
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Those were the external circumstances leading to the creation of Archive of 
everyday life at the Institute of History of the Czech Academy of Sciences. It is 
much more difficult to reconstruct the “internal” reasons arising from the very 
functioning of the historical science per sei, because they continuously remain 
a part of contemporaneousness of the historical research.

In the framework of the project, a close co-operation was established between the 
already mentioned Institute for Economic and Social History at the University of 
Vienna and its affiliated Dokumentation lebensgeschichtlicher Aufzeichnungen. The 
latter organisation currently holds around 3000 mostly unpublished biographies, 
memoirs, diaries etc. of ordinary people from various epochs and social classes. 
Institutional and personal connections with the university education and research 
allows the Documentation Centre to engage into its activities a larger number of 
students and researchers. Therefore, Documentation Centre sets up a secondary 
role as a workshop for already established or future experts in the field of history 
of everyday life. In addition to its webpage and the internet forum, the collection is 
mainly published in the earlier mentioned book series Damit es nicht verlorengeht. 
Thanks to both platforms, the public and media response highly exceeds the 
framework of the historical research. 

Co-operation of Prague and Viennese centres of memory studies undoubtedly 
has a potential to grow even bigger after the complete release of the database. We 
can anticipate an increase of recherche requests from professional researchers, 
as well as a flow of new sources from the wide public. In the current trial phase, 
Database of History of Everyday Life serves as a source for students and researchers 
in history and affiliated fields of study.

  History of Everyday Life, Everyday history,  
or “History from Below”?

“Everyday life consists of the little things one hardly notices in time and space… 
Through little details, travellers’ notes, a society stands revealed. The ways people eat, 
dress, or lodge, at the different levels of that society, are never a matter of indifference.” 
(Braudel, Fernand, The Structures of Everyday Life. New York 1979, s. 29.)

Everyday history, or the history of everyday life, are somewhat enigmatic terms 
that defy a universal definition. We can certainly define them under the umbrella 
term of cultural history. But for as many as there are interpretations of the word 
“culture”, there are concepts of the everydayness. As long as the everyday life was 
conceived as a mere segment of culture, and the researchers who pondered it in 
various ways were seen as antiquarians collecting antiques, there was no need for 
any firmer conceptual frameworks or methods. It was not until the anthropological 
culturalist shift, which rejected old sociological concepts perceiving culture as a part 
of an understandable and describable social “totality”, that truly expertly thought-
through approaches could be established. In the 1970s and 1980s, two conceptual 
“sisters” were born: Italian microhistory and German history of everyday life 
(Alltagsgeschichte). The common denominator was an attempt at throwing out the 
previous domination of quantitative sociologising statistics and returning history 
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its “human face”. In addition to these approaches, new and previously neglected 
topics were opened up. Areas of human life, which had been previously overlooked, 
or even had been taboo, came into researchers perspectives.

The project of historical anthropology came into being. It was deliberately built 
on social anthropology, more precisely on the idea that an individual does not 
perceive the surrounding world and neither his/her position in the world entirely 
objectively, but rather in the way his/her culture determines. Such an apparent 
boundless subjectification has led to many inspiring questions even within the 
historical research. Although historical anthropology was conceived in particular 
for the history of the preindustrial period, it is beneficial for the modern history 
research as well, primarily because it places an individual in the spotlight, a subject 
not only with habits or rituals, but also with experiences, moods and feelings. 
Unlike classic historicism where only social elites make the history, historical 
anthropology puts the emphasis on the role of all persons in creating history, and 
in particular on the ordinary people that up to this moment remain mute and 
invisible for the historical research. At the same time, historical anthropology 
is turned away from social history that seeks out more objective structures and 
processes, but does not confer an intentionality to an actor’s behaviour, perceiving 
regular individuals rather as “bearers” or even “puppets” of history. On the other 
hand, historical anthropology puts at the centre of its interest an individual, his/
her acts and peculiarities, uniqueness and consistency, perceiving a person as an 
actor in the history. Although the history of feelings, perceptions, humour, gestures, 
mentalities and other areas does not engender as much mistrust as it used to in 
past decades, such history still would not belong to the standard methodological 
and conceptual instruments of historians, sociologists and ethnologists.

In 1993, Richard van Dülmen, the founding father of historical anthropology 
(who himself called the approach historische Kulturgeschichte), set up a specialized 
journal aptly titled Historische Anthropologie. Kultur-Gesellschaft-Alltag (Historical 
Anthropology. Culture – Society – Everydayness), which was based on the positions of 
the already mentioned conceptual “sisters”, historical anthropology and microhistory. 
The subtitle makes clear the link between the culture, society and the “everydayness”. 
Our approach, reflected in the meaning, content and objectives of the Database 
of the History of Everyday Life, was particularly inspired by the modifications of 
the concept offered by a German historian Alf Lüdtke. Being one of the most vocal 
defenders of the concept of the history of everyday life, Lüdtke did not only enrich the 
concept with an analysis of experiences lived in a historical period of his research, 
but also opened up the previously limited time focus to include early modern history.

Like Alf Lüdtke, we do not perceive the everydayness as merely ordinary, 
routine and “never-ending boredom”. For us, it consists of a mosaic of fragments 
from which historical reality can be built. Minor and apparently irrelevant details 
can sometimes be more interesting than the “hard historical facts” that had been 
keeping these particularities out of sight. Thanks to those small details, the so-
called significant events, which from a historical perspective may appear to be 
important, received additional proportion; a humanity. For historians, the events 
become more tangible and believable. The study of family relations, everyday life, 
the issue of gender – in general anthropologising approaches – place the subjective 
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aspect of experience and perception to the foreground. They generally endeavour 
to return the meaning of an individual in the history, providing an analysis of the 
perspective “from below” and “from within”.

The enthusiastic appearance of new research areas and concepts has also brought 
criticism, however, with mostly positive and enriching outcome. The criticism stood 
on several pillars, with the most fundamental one being the ignorance of the broader 
context. A popular metaphor described the approach as looking at a large mural 
through a small peephole. History of everyday life must avoid the tendency of 
atomising history into a never-ending multitude of sub-topics and giving detailed 
descriptions of the microcosm of life in the past. As this is not about fragmentation, 
but rather about a different, previously not applied perspective; an attempt to 
deviate from the usual description of historical events from ideological or normative 
positions. History of everyday life does not ask about the importance of events and 
processes for society, but their importance for a specific person, for example, to ask 
whether that person acted freely, chose between multiple options, and what did he 
or she experienced during the choice. Every human’s act is contradictory, and one 
should focus on these contradictions and inconsistencies.

Other critical voices focused on the lack of a background theory and the 
ambiguity of everyday history. Individual schools and approaches do not have 
clear borderlines. Furthermore, every historian poses and answers questions in 
their own way, according to the essence of the subject of their interest. Compared 
to microhistory that is theoretically more defined, history of everyday life is much 
more diverse. Thanks to the opportunities given by oral history, media products, 
photography and memoirs, historians of the contemporary history can describe 
a denser and more intimate structure of experiences of “ordinary” men and women. 
And while historians of everyday life place ordinary people within a network of 
social relationships, microhistorians reconstruct social relationship networks as 
a foundation for them to explain historical processes. As importantly, we cannot 
ignore the criticism engendered by the important question of whether a focus on “the 
everydayness” of the past does not just lead to the banalisation of history, to focusing 
on repeatable and mass experience, on the colourless averageness? Above all, history 
of everyday life should not be perceived as an overarching term for everything that 
cannot be incorporated into the history of events and politics. Until now, our view 
has been focused on the general contours of everyday history. The impression that 
Czech historiography is immune to these trends is erroneous, although we must 
acknowledge a certain delay. Right after 1989, the term “historical anthropology” 
and its approaches started entering the Czech academic landscape in two ways. 
The first one was based on personal informal contacts, being them with Richard 
van Dülmen, Alf Lüdtke or Michael Mitterauer. In parallel, a native, and in certain 
aspects contradictory concept began to be applied, based on the viewpoints of Czech 
ethnography and folkloristics, endeavouring to transform the field into a cultural, 
social, and consequently historical anthropology. Today, the leading Czech researchers 
of the history of everyday life include Milena Lenderová, her circle of colleagues and 
Dülmen’s doctoral student – Pavel Himl. In Z dějin české každodennosti (From the 
History of Czech Everyday Life), however, Milena Lenderová admits that “in the 
Czech academic environment, history of everyday life presents a certain challenge”.
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The second methodological and conceptual pillar, on which the Database 
of the History of Everyday Life stands, is a specific modification of historical-
memory studies. Besides the so-called “memory boom” which presents various 
transformations of perception of human memory as a collective and identity-
forming phenomenon, perspectives are established, which put memory as a private 
substance into the centre of attention. According to Aleida Assman, the fundamental 
shift, during which personal memory was finally accepted by the humanities, came 
at the end of the second half of the 20th century, when it was admitted that memories 
had an ability to reconstruct the past. This apparently banal observation, however, 
was for a long time not respected. Even today, one encounters researchers who 
doubt this observation and place memory studies far below the privileged place 
they had reserved for departmental and positivist history. Such researchers find it 
difficult to agree with the fact that the outcome of their work may be not a precise 
picture of the past, but rather its “reflection”. It is clear that a research based 
on memory studies requires not just new methods and new methodological basis 
(in particular an emphasis on interdisciplinarity: inter-connections with sociology, 
economics, psychology, anthropology, archaeology, literary studies, aesthetics, 
demography, geography, …), but foremost a new outlook on the sources.

Interest in researching memory also increases interest in the private sphere, as well 
as the demand for documents and memoirs of the past. And while history of everyday 
life provides with analytical tools and ways of observing, memory studies guarantee 
the production of proper sources. In this regard, we would be glad if the Database of 
the History of Everyday Life could meet one of its anticipated purposes – to become 
a reservoir of corresponding narrative sources that would be growing in the future. 

In this regard, our intention is not entirely unique or unparalleled. In the field 
of Czech historiography, the Oral History Centre at the Institute of Contemporary 
History of the CAS in Prague set up by Prof. Miroslav Vaněk has focused particularly 
on memory narratives. With regards to sociology and ethnology, we might list the 
journal Biograf focusing on qualitative research activities, and the Centre for 
Collective Memory Research (as a joint workplace of the Faculty of Social Sciences, 
Faculty of Arts and Faculty of Humanities at Charles University in Prague), which 
concentrates on researching various aspects of memory.

 Collection contents and formal database parameters

The collection currently comprises 500 individual texts; ego-documents. These are 
based on preserved personal and family memoirs, recollections, diaries, photographs, 
newspaper clippings, facsimiles of personal documents, and other traces of the 
past, spread over the last 150 years. A significant part of the database is comprised 
of the materials written in the 1990s when the collection was set up, being the 
initiative of a sociologist Jana Losová. Regardless of the time of creation, all the 
texts are linked by the self-perception, and present historical events, descriptions 
of people, institutions and objects. The resources represent only a segment of  
reality, providing a certain image of a perception not only of others, but also of 
oneself (i.e. the author) in their family, in society, in a space or given epoch; basically 
within large structures. This way, the texts contain information that mirrors the 



authors’ relationship to a scale of values and demonstrate how it changes over 
time. The resources reflect the author’s knowledge, life experience, justify and 
explain the meaning of individual human behaviour.

The authors of the texts come from diverse social classes, from all corners of 
the Czech lands, and represent a various range of occupations, educational levels, 
political and religious beliefs. The authors link subjectivity and thematizing of an 
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individual with the determinants of traditional ideas present in the environment, 
origin, and collective mentalities. Both of the components are clearly visible in 
the texts, often being in a mutual tension. The conflict between the individual 
and collective parts is a true challenge of historical research. Applying historical 
analysis to such texts means a kind of “adoption” of methods and approaches of 
ethnology, and partially the ones applied in literary studies. The source collection 
finds itself in positions partially overlapping with (auto)biographies. Today, one 
of the most utilised types of sources for biographical research are “biographical 
narratives”. Biographical research terminology offers a wide range of other titles 
for this form of text, such as life stories, life histories, human documents/personal 
documents, ego documents, narrative texts, autobiographical narratives, personal 
narratives, oral biographies, biographical/life narratives, etc.

A platform for the practical utilisation of the collection is our specialised 
database. Without meaningful classification system and a user-friendly accesibility, 
especially for researchers, the collection itself would be meaningless and could 
become a mere empty thesaurus of historical knowledge. All the texts are gradually 
undergoing a “hermeneutic reading” process (so-called text mining), which results 
in the creation of metadata (called also preprocessing, tokenisierung). This process 
differs from traditional external and internal source analysis. Furthermore, within 
the Database, it is not so much about understanding sources, or specifically their 
content (distance reading), but rather an ability to submit the information they 
contain in a form which is understandable and clear for the subsequent recipient, 
while also being structurable, classifiable, and consequently, searchable. In 
practice, this means giving individual texts particular “tags”, according to which 
researchers can get a grasp of an otherwise endless mass of material. Using the 
metaphor of information pollution, and an surplus of data given by narrative text, 
this type of service is sometimes referred to as “information ecology”.

In 2016, the entire collection was professionally scanned, and new additions go 
through the process of digitisation even now. It should be stressed, however, that in 
contrast to other similar projects, the Database of the History of Everyday Life focuses 
on “quantitative history”. Data digitisation does not take place for data itself: our goal 
is not “figures, percentages and bar graphs”, but rather accessibility of the material. 
After Step 1 – the creation of the database, comes Step 2 – making it accessible. Today, 
the only meaningful solution is digital publishing. We have decided to make use of 
a tried, tested and generally much-exploited platform titled Bibliography of the 
History of the Czech Lands, which is accessible at https://biblio.hiu.cas.cz. The 
platform is also set up and operated by the Institute of History of the CAS.

Each source in the Database of the History of Everyday Life has two records in 
the database.

A) The first record is author’s memoirs. As it is possible to search for specialist 
historiographic production (books, articles, persons), it is also possible to browse 
the Database of the History of Everyday Life for the individual parameters using 
single-line, expanded or expert search.

An Index of persons (authors and people “featuring” in the texts) is linked to 
the Czech National Library Database of National Authorities. People who appear 
in our Database until now have not been reflected in the Database of National 



Authorities. Their literary production was mostly limited to the creation of said 
memories. People who were otherwise active, or even well-known, are extremely 
rare. The parameters which can be used to search and classify persons when 
conducting a research, are (in accordance with the already in use Bibliography 
of the History of the Czech Lands) the following: 1) Author’s name or names;  
2) Author’s date of birth and date of death; 3) Author’s place of birth and death; 
4) Author’s area of occupation; 5) Author’s affiliation with any institutions (e.g. 
university, public authority, private subject); 6) Author’s profession; 7) Author’s gender; 
8) Language used by the author; 9) Bibliographical note in the form of sentence 

Example of the name authorities in the system Verbis
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or sentences which define the author (e.g.: “Born 13. 5. 1906 in Prague, died in 
Kadaň. Lathe operator and political activist.”; 10) Author’s address (usually the 
correspondence address, from which the material was sent); 11) Author’s highest 
educational attainment; 12) Author’s religion; 13) Author’s marital status (as given at 
the time the memory was created); 14) Number of children of the author; 15) Number 
of the author’s siblings; 16) Author’s social background (e.g. working class, rural, 
urban intelligentsia, etc.); 17) Occupation of the author’s father, mother and partner. 

B) The second record is the source itself. In this case, we give the following 
text parameters: 1) Information on dates, or date the source was produced; 2) Part 
of the source outside the actual text (e.g. forms, printed matter, photographs, 
newspaper clippings, etc.); 3) Genre/form of the source (e.g. memories, diaries, 
correspondence, etc.); 4) Associative data that links the source to a specific author 

Example of the the recorded text in the system Verbis
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or authors; 5) Data on any source title ; 6) Physical description of the source in 
terms of the number of pages, their format (A4, B5, etc.) and a form (typescript, 
manuscript, printed); 7) Contact data for the person who added the source to the 
Database; 8) Chronological data denoting the described event, i.e. the timescale in 
which the source took place; 9) Mentioned geographical data; 10) Names of persons 
mentioned in the text who were not the author; 11) The key words of the source; 
12) Copyright data; 13) Summary.

 Perspectives on the project and possible utilization

One of the core questions remains – does it make sense to thematicize “minor”, 
“nameless” people as acting subjects. And is this not just an internal historiographic 
problem and a juggling with the concepts and methods detached from the needs of 
the public and not affecting general historical awareness?

Descriptions of life in the family and wider surroundings, description of items, 
acts, habits and everything we think should not be forgotten – all this can become 
a source of learning, a source of undiscovered knowledge, a stone in the mosaic of 
history of everyday life. Narratives can become a rare remembrance, fascinating 
reading not just for family members but also for other unknown readers. The 
database should serve as a valuable source of information without which it would 

Example of the user interface of the database



often not be possible to grasp the deeper context of “great” history. We also recognise 
interest in such testimonies in the public space. The autobiographical narratives 
of maids, peasant girls, woodcutters, the children of small householders and others 
attract not only social and cultural scientists, but have also been published in 
books and presented in pop culture (movies and television). They have proven to be 
popular and very well-received. On the contrary, the testimony of larger characters 
and actors in “great” history – for example rulers and leaders – have receded into 
the background. It is as if the person of today, aware of the relativisation of his or 
her place in society and history has sought out similar people from periods gone by. 
The books published on the anniversary of the First World War might be regarded 
as a kind of litmus test. Clearly dominating over large syntheses full of images 
and expert analytical studies with new conceptual approaches were the memories 
of “nameless people”, soldiers and civilians. The conveyance of the experiences 
clearly prevailed over the explanatory history, even popular one. Furthermore, the 
approach of the history of everyday life and its sources allows to speak out to what 
was previously in history a practically silent (or silenced) half of human society – 
women, which is an aspect we should not disregard.

The original concept of history of everyday life (Alltagsgeschichte) was connected 
to analysing the everyday in the light of the responsibilities of the individual within 
German history of the 20th century. It was, amongst other things, an attempt to 
investigate the participation of individual in a totalitarian system. First of all in 
the Federal Republic of Germany in the 1970s and 1980s, it was about the extreme 
experience of National Socialism. In the 1990s new discussion arose whether what 
had developed in East Germany was a repressive dictatorial regime or whether it 

Work team entering the metadata into the system
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Analysis and interpretation of memoirs



was partially a type of hybrid social contract between the governing party and the 
ordinary people. It is the history of everyday life, or more specifically its source 
material, which can be instrumental in this regard. There is a direct parallel here 
between the German and Czech, or Czechoslovak, experience. The mechanisms for 
individuals to live or survive in oppressive social systems allows us to reconstruct 
the instruments (and their limits) of socio-political doctrines.

The collection is available for public researchers. So far, it attracted especially 
history students from Czech and German universities. All information on the 
database and the entire project can be found on the Institute of History CAS 
website (http://www.hiu.cas.cz/cs/databaze/databaze-dejinvsedniho-dne.ep/). As 
noted above, the Database of the History of Everyday Life is located on a platform 
used by the Bibliography of the History of the Czech Lands database popular 
amongst historians (https://biblio.hiu.cas.cz/).

The unorganised Database of the History of Everyday Life was used as a source base 
from the 1990s by the Viennese organisation Dokumentation lebensgeschichtlicher 
Aufzeichnungen for publications as part of a specialised book series of publishing 
house Boehlau (CHVOJKA, Erhard, Grossmütter… Wien 1992; VOŠAHLÍKOVÁ, 
Pavla, Auf der Walz. Erinnerungen böhmischer Handerksgesellen; also, Vom Amts 
wegen. Österreichungarische beamte erzählen. Wien 1998; LOSOVÁ, Jana, Kindheit 
in Böhmen und Mähren, Wien 1996). The Institute of History CAS has set up its own 
book series based on sources from the Database of the History of Everyday Life. The 
first issued volume is a publication dedicated to memoires from the period of the 
First World War (KESSLER, Vojtěch – ŠRÁMEK, Josef, Tváře války… Praha 2019).

Based on the work on the database (and in liaison with colleagues from the 
Institute of History CAS and other workplaces involved in memory, sociologising 
and anthropologising approaches to the history) a proposal was made to establish 
Memory Studies and History of Everyday Life Research Centre. The planned 
centre would secure the collecting and digitisation of memory texts. In the same time, 
it should provide a discussion and working platform for researchers and research 
institutions dealing with the topics within history of everyday life, places of memory, 
collective memory and identity studies from an interdisciplinary perspective. The 
very connection of memory studies as an interdisciplinary field and everyday history 
as a subfield of one’s own historical production encourages discussion across a wider 
area including entire subjects (history, sociology, ethnology, etc.), as well as partial 
conceptual and methodological approaches (economic and social history, history 
of mentalities, historical anthropology, historical sociology, historical demography 
and other fields of study). The above postulated interdisciplinarity is absolutely 
fundamental and shaping for the Memory Studies and History of Everyday Life 
Research Centre. Without such perspective and mutually enriching approaches, 
methods, objectives, topics and in particular the results of research, contents-
defined co-operation within history of everyday life would not be justified. No other 
historiographical discipline has experienced the same rise within international 
research as memory studies has. Undoubtedly the common subject of research, 
historical memory, has contributed towards this co-operation. The analysis and 
interpretation of narrated life stories represents one of the few approaches to grasp 
at least some processes in the re-construction of the past.



Biographical data about the personages of political, social, economic, technical, 
scientific, cultural and other spheres of life in Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia is 
provided by Generální heslář Biografického slovníku českých zemí [General Index 
of the Bibliographical Dictionary of the Czech Lands] (BSČZ – http://biography.hiu.
cas.cz), which started to come into existence in 1990 and has been accessible to the 
public since 2015. It contains basic information about approximately 51,000 living 
and non-living personages (2016), with new information being continually added 
and made more accurate; it represents a fundamental addition to the printed 
version. Mapový portál Historického atlasu měst České republiky [Map Portal 
of the Historic Atlas of Towns of the Czech Republic] (http://towns.hiu.cas.cz;  
http://towns.hiu.cas.cz/new/index.php) makes cartographic sources, reconstruction 
maps and depictions accessible as a model study of the transformations of urban 
landscape. It is based on the printed Historický atlas měst ČR [Historic Atlas of 
Towns of the Czech Republic] (28 volumes, 1995–2015), which documents the 
development of selected urban settlements in Bohemia, Moravia and Czech Silesia 
by means of old maps, views, aerial photographs, reconstruction maps and models; 
it is processed in accordance with the town history framework rules set by the 
European Commission for the Town History. Thanks to digital technologies, the map 
portal can publish basic maps from the individual volumes as well as an extensive 
set of more than 50,000 maps, map atlases and globes preserved in the Czech 
lands (Virtuální mapová sbírka [Virtual Map Collection] – http://www.chartae-
antiquae. cz/cs/about, in whose creation the Institute of History participates), 
processing the landscape environment in the course of history (Historické krajiny 
[Historical Landscapes] – http://landscapes.hiu.cas.cz). The database August 
Sedláček ve věku digitálních technologií [August Sedláček in Digital Technology 
Era] (http://www.augustsedlacek.cz) provides access to the gigantic set of source 
excerpts of the Czech historian August Sedláček (1843–1926) comprised of more 
than 400,000 file cards with genealogical and topographical records from Bohemia 
and Moravia. An original methodology and software have been developed for 
complete processing of the card files; in 2012–2015, it was used to preserve the 
unique documentation of the history of the nobility and their residences as well 
as the development of towns, villages, castles, palaces and strongholds in the 
Czech lands (including documents no longer preserved in the original version). 
The basic functions of the system are described in a manual, which is available on:  
http://www.augustsedlacek.cz/ sites/default/fi les/as_pruvodce_cz.pdf (Czech and 
English language versions). Ecclesiastical but also cultural, social and political 
history of the 16–18th centuries gained a new basis in Bio-bibliografická databáze 
řeholníků v českých zemích v raném novověku [Bio-Bibliographical Database of 
Members of Monastic Orders in the Czech Lands in the Early Modern Period] 
(http://reholnici.hiu.cas.cz/katalog/), which came into existence in connection with 
research by scholarship holders of the Czech Historical Institute in Rome and 
includes more than 8,250 personal entries (2016).
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Database of the History of Everyday Life is one of the outcomes of an international 
research project involving the Institute for Economic and Social History of 
University of Vienna and the Institute of History of the Czech Academy of Sciences. 
One of the objectives of the project is to create a documentary collection of old 
memories, family chronicles, diaries and other biographical recollections. Today, 
this collection presents a valuable testimony to the lives of ordinary people in 
the past. It contains over four hundred biographical records of various sizes, 
now digitised and catalogued. All data is freely available at the online database 
biblio.hiu.cas.cz.


